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Call for strengthening of solidarity among women against Call for strengthening of solidarity among women against 
occupation and genocide!occupation and genocide!

Our country has been at war for nine years. There is no doubt that this war has had devastating consequences for the 
whole country. The diverse population in Syria has suffered great tragedies. Thousands of people, including women 
and children, have been killed, injured and forced to flee the country. Our cities were destroyed and people had to 
live in the ruins left behind.

The war in the country is still ongoing. It will take a long time to achieve lasting peace and stability, as both regional 
and global powers are among the driving forces behind the ongoing war in Syria. There are ongoing conflicts of 
interest which are more in line with the demands of the global and regional powers than with the needs of the 
country’s population. The Turkish state and its gangs are constantly attacking the system that the people of Syria, who 
want a democratic and free country, are trying to build here. Areas such as Afrin, Bab, Jarablus, Serêkaniyê and Girê 
Sipî have been occupied by the Turkish state in agreement with the international powers, in particular Russia and the 
USA. The invasions and threats to other cities and regions in the north-east of Syria continue.

Northern and Eastern Syria / Rojava has significant achievements in the fight against the IS, and has come to the fore 
with its resistance, bringing IS a historic defeat. The end of the existence of IS in these countries, which posed a  threat 
to the whole world, has given great spirit and virtue to the Arab, Kurdish, Syriac, Armenian, Turkmen, Circasian and 
Chaldean communities who have chosen to live together and have built a democratic, egalitarian and free system. 
In this virtuous fight against the IS, the people of Northern and Eastern Syria / Rojava received the support of the 
international community. They showed great solidarity with the continuing struggle in our region.

The system set up by the people of Northern and Eastern Syria is central to the solution of the Syrian crisis. The talks 
in Sochi, Astana and Geneva - which were launched with the aim of finding a solution to the crisis through dialogue 
and political means, but which were not sufficient to meet the demands of other Syrian communities, in particular 
the Kurds - continued between Turkey, Russia and Iran on the basis of the greed for power and foreign conceptual 
plans. Over time, however, it turned out that both these negotiations and the so-called ceasefires announced by the 
international powers deepened the crisis and conflicts rather than resolving them. So the people of the region do not 
believe in the solution that this trio has envisaged for them. The international powers, particularly the United Nations, 
were indifferent to the humanitarian tragedies on the ground here, did not show the will to meet the democratic 
demands of the Syrian people, remained silent, and subsequently became partners to the Turkish colonizers. 

Afrin, Serêkaniyê and Gire Spî, who are under the occupation of the Turkish state and its gangs, have seen many 
incidents ranging from demographic change to assimilation and massacres, which fall within the scope of international 
law. According to data collected by international organisations, it has been established that while the Kurdish part of 
the population of Afrin was 97% before the occupation of the region, this number of Kurds decreased to about 34.8% 
after the occupation. Historical sites, places of worship and cemeteries were demolished and most Kurds, Armenians, 
Syriacs and Arabs were forced to flee and emigrate. People’s belongings were confiscated, learning and speaking in 
their mother tongue was banned, women and children were abducted, raped and brutally murdered. The Turkish 
state and its supporters have caused great tragedy and destruction through the occupation and annexation, which 
they sought to legitimize with the phrase “We will provide peace and prosperity”.

In this day and age when sexist attacks against women are increasing all over the world, in our region and our country 
we are under threat of Turkish occupation also while attacks against women are approaching the level of all-out 
warfare. War and occupation are spreading throughout society through femicide. While in Afrin, which has been 
occupied since 2018, war crimes are committed in every way, rape and murder of women also happen on a large scale. 
All powers, states, and international organizations that tolerate violations of international law are partners in this 
policy of crimes committed especially against women. 

The co-chair of the Future Syria Party, Hevrîn Xelef - who was brutally assassinated by the paramilitary forces of the 
Turkish state on 12 October 2019 - as well as the paramedics and members of Kurdish Red Crescent, Medya Xelîl 
and Hêvî Xelîl - who were murdered brutally murdered on 13 October 2019 together with their colleagues - and the 
Kongra Star members Zehra Berkel, Emîne Weysi and Hebûn Mela Xelîl - who were murdered by Turkish drones 
in Kobane on 23 June 2020 - are consequences of this policy of war crimes. The silence on these massacres, whose 
perpetrators are known, also contributes to the practical implementation of the Turkish state’s invasion and massacre 
plans.



We women, who defend our system based on collective togetherness, the well-being of the region and, in particular, 
life itself, have never remained silent against the massacres carried out by both the IS and the Turkish State and the 
gangs it supports. We have organized ourselves in all areas against all those brutal practices and inhuman acts and 
have tried to expose these practices through our actions. We demand once again that those responsible be brought 
to justice. We have never been silent in the face of what has happened in the past and we will not remain silent in 
the future. So we will always continue and intensify our fight. Even if we are in different regions, we share common 
experiences as women, both the cruelties and the pain resulting from the male-dominated system and the wars it 
has caused. By organizing, acting together and saying “enough is enough” in all geographies against the genocide of 
patriarchal fascism on women and their body, we can change the course of time and history with our collective power 
of action. As women against the destructive, murderous, and devastating actions of the patriarchal spirit, we can 
transform the world into a place of beauty where all people can live freely and democratically. We have the strength 
to do this, to stand together with eachother and with the women whose voices are stifled.

On the basis of this we declare:

• With the campaign “We will defend women and life” - “Emê jin û jiyanê biparêzin”, which we launched on 9 
October, we will take our fight against occupation and femicide to the next level. Today, in Rojava and Northern 
and Eastern Syria, a place which inspires women all over the world through the Women’s Revolution, femicide 
is carried out systematically by the occupying forces. This is an attempt to wipe out the women’s revolution. 
However, we declare that we as women will resolutely strengthen our resistance against the occupation until we 
reach our goal.

• Together with the Arab, Assyrian, Armenian, Kurdish, Turkmen, Circasian and Chaldean communities, we 
have built a democratic system in the region where women are equally represented. Apart from our self-defense 
against the occupying forces, we have not committed any aggressive and destructive acts. In the conviction that 
our democratic and participatory system is also a solution to the political crisis in Syria, we have repeatedly 
demanded from the international powers that our status be officially recognized and thus guaranteed. We are a 
living example to the world that it is possible to eliminate the systematic crisis that capitalist modernity is causing 
around the world as well as the sexism, nationalism, and fanaticism caused by this crisis, and to establish a new 
system in the model of the democratic nation. We hope that our democratic system of self-government, based 
on the equal participation and representation of women, will be seen and accepted by our sisters throughout the 
world as an achievement of our struggle as women, and that we will defend it together.

• The Turkish state is directly targeting the pioneers of our women’s revolution such as Hevrîn Xelef and Zehra 
Berkel. It does this both directly and through its paramilitary forces by way of massacre and assasination. We 
will continue to fight to end the murderous policies of the destructive Turkish state and its gangs against our 
leadership. The patriarchal mentality can in no way succeed. We stress once again that we will not let crimes 
against women’s freedom go unpunished. We will fight to the end to ensure that those responsible are convicted 
and brought to justice. We call on women’s organizations and activists around the world to join forces to support 
us, to make our voices heard and to put our demands on the agenda in the countries of each and every one of us, 
so that these crimes against our struggle are condemned and these murderers are held accountable and brought 
to justice at the level of international law.

• The YPJ are legitimate self-defense forces for women fighting against IS and all forms of occupation. Their 
organization against IS barbarity has prevented further massacres of women and, with their success in defense, 
has become a force that women around the world follow with interest, support and confidence. The organization 
of women within the YPJ in the field of self-defense has given women in the region and society great confidence 
and has led to major changes in the perception of women in the social fabric, which has been characterized by a 
male-dominated mentality. The YPJ is therefore a legitimate force. As women from Northern and Eastern Syria, 
we do not accept that our women’s defense units, the YPJ, are punished by states such as England, Italy and 
Germany. We call on all women to recognize the YPJ as a collective defense force of women, against those state 
policies that criminalize the self-defense forces of people and women under the name of anti-terrorist laws.

No to occupation, no to genocide! We will defend women and life!

Jin, jiyan, azadi!

Kongra Star Coordination 

#WeDefendWomenAndLife #WomenDefendRojava



Signatures: 

Kongra Star
Women Defend Rojava
Syrian Women’s Council
Women’s Council of North and Eastern Syria 
Women’s Office of the Future Syria Party 
Women’s Office of the Democratic Council of Syria
Women’s Office of the Movement for a Democratic Society 
Young Women’s Union
Sara organisation to combat violence against women
Women´s comission in North and East Syria 
Peace Humanitarian Association
Center for Research and Defence of Women’s Rights in Syria  Organisation for Human Rights
Organisation Aşna for the Development
Cooperative Maya
Organisation Doz for the Civil Society 
Solidarity Party of Afghanistan (Hambastagi)
Mujeres y la Sexta - México
Círculo de Estudios y Autoconsciencias Feministas, Puert Vallarta, Jalisco - México

Visión Alternativa A.C. - México

Grupo de Mujeres de La Comuna - Spain
KJAR - Free Women´s Community of Eastern Kurdistan 
Cenî-Kurdisches Frauenbüro für Frieden e.V. - Germany
REPAK - Navenda Pêwendiyan a Jinên Kurd - Kurdish Women´s Relations Office - Kurdistan Region of Iraq
Mujeres Libres Madrid - Spain
Comité de Solidaridad con Kurdistán - CDMX. - Mexico
La Corrala, patio feminista - Spain
Feministisk Initiative - Denmark
Mujeres Sexta Teatrito de Mėrida Yucatán - Mexico
Mujerxs de la Sexta en la Otra Europa - Mexico
Emakume Askeak - Mujeres Libres Bilbo - Euskal Herria / Basque Country
FeministAlde - Euskal Herria / Basque Country
Rete Jin - Italy
Red Magdalena Internacional - Italy
NUDM Modena - Italy
Azadî Jin - País Valencià
FiLiA - UK
Non Una di Meno - Italy
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